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April 25, 2020
MARCH DEER REPORT:

For the second month in a row there were no deer-vehicle encounters in Town and
Country. However the city paid $200 to have dead deer removed from residential
yards. The Stay-at-Home order has been good for deer crossing the highway. In an
area of 55 square miles only four deer were hit and killed in March in T&C and
Chesterfield.
Town & Country
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CHESTERFIELD:

2020 Chesterfield Deer v Vehicles Jan 01 to March 31
I-64
2
Hwy 141 2
Chesterfield Parkway 2
Clarkson Road 2
Clayton Road 2
Conway Rd 1
Justus Post Rd 1
Kehrs Mill Rd 1
Ladue Road 1
Olive Blvd 2
Wild Horse Creek Rd 2
Woods Mill Road 1
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IN TOWN AND COUNTRY AND CHESTERFIELD IT IS REVENUE BEFORE PUBLIC
HEALTH: The 10 mayors of the Lafayette Area Organization sent a letter to County
Executive Dr. Sam Page complaining about Page’s Stay-at-Home order and closing of
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non-essential businesses until at least May 15 in response to the COVID-19 illnesses
and deaths. Below is a link:
https://bloximages.newyork1.vip.townnews.com/kmov.com/content/tncms/assets/v3/editorial/8/a0/8
a043c02-8062-11ea-b50b-ffda7c27a1f0/5e992e3a7fc51.file.pdf

The shutdown is drastically affecting cities that depend on sales taxes for revenue to
operate with no property tax revenue.
Town and Country Mayor Jon Dalton and Chesterfield Mayor Bob Nation are members
of the Lafayette Mayor’s Org.
While Nation has not made a formal statement, Chesterfield laid off 42 employees and
all police employees accepted a 10% pay-cut for the next three months which is a nonformal statement.
In Town and Country Mayor Dalton for the first month of the County Order has said
nothing and done nothing to drastically reduce spending. Of course Dalton is not a big
fan of Public Health as he had a record of representing 28 brands of cigarettes as a
lobbyist and helped keep Missouri with the second lowest cigarette taxes in the country.
Lame-Duck alderwoman Lindsey Butler, whose term expires in June is not happy with
the city not informing the alderpersons and the public with how the reduction of revenue
is impacting city services and scheduled 2020 projects. She sent the following email to
Dalton and City Administrator Bob Shelton:
-----Original Message----From: Lindsey Butler [mailto:lindseybutlersgirls@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2020 3:28 PM
To: Mayor Jon Dalton
Cc: Bob Shelton; Ald. Lindsey Butler
Subject: Please update the public
Mayor Dalton,
The Governor and County Exec are giving daily updates via social media on
Covid and the impacts to their communities. Additionally, other municipal
mayors are giving daily or at least frequent updates to their residents via
social media. The city has the ability to provide this to our neighbors. You
as the leader would be a welcome sight and provide much needed info to people
worried about our city. I am concerned with the lack of involvement that you
have shown with the Board in providing information and lack of info provided
by you to the residents. Benigas requested more time to discuss this as did
Frautschi and me. You denied us this opportunity at our last BOA meeting. I
then learned that you are asking the County Executive to provide you more
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info, which is the opposite of the stance you took when I asked the Board
members to address the County Exec regarding the Frontenac library issue. You
stated at that time that the Board shouldn’t tell the County Exec what to do.
Morgan has done an amazing job on her work on our city website, but this is
not a substitute for the mayor speaking. I have had several residents call
asking about our finances and saying that your newsletter made it sound like
we are in terrific financial shape. These same people will be shocked when
they get the real figures about our budget prior to this pandemic and with
the cuts that will need to be made due to the pandemic. Please send a humble
and honest message to our neighbors concerning what we are doing as a city
to protect them and how we are adjusting to meet the ever decreasing revenue.
Lindsey

Butler makes an excellent point about Dalton’s past remarks on the County Executive.
The City of Frontenac was looking for support in dealing with the County Library buying
land and starting construction for a new Library HQ without obtaining any approval from
the City of Frontenac and putting the building in an area zoned residential. Frontenac
officials wanted neighboring cities to sign a letter objecting to no local oversight for the
project and the County’s disregarding of local zoning.
Dalton repeatedly stated that it was not his job or the city’s to suggest or tell the County
Executive how to do his job. At the same time Dalton is representing a group of
investors trying to get approval for a senior living/nursing home in the same area as the
Library to be built by Dalton’s buddy Bob Brinkman who ran up the costs on the Town
Square project.
Now on April 16 Dalton’s mayor’s group is doing just that on an issue of public health vs
revenue.
With an increase likely in an upcoming new fire contract and this drop in revenue it may
be time for Town and Country is consider putting modest property taxes back in place
for a period of time. (Any city property tax would still be much lower that the taxes
charged by the fire districts.)

A concerned Butler

A tight lipped Dalton
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BUTLER FOLLOWED UP CALLING FOR DALTON’S IMPEACHMENT FOR FAILING
TO DO HIS JOB: The below is an email sent from Ald. Lindsey Butler to City Attorney
Steve Garrett. The email is long, but the first and fourth paragraphs are worth reading.
She clearly does not have the votes to impeach Dalton as four of the seven
alderpersons appear to be in Dalton’s pocket and are card carrying Daltonites.
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 12:03 PM
To: Steve Garrett
Subject: Tc
Steve,
I am preparing to take all of my info and complaints to the news and State. I
do realize that Jon Dalton is permitted some things, but he is neglecting his
duties and causing our Board to not be able to do our jobs or vote with full
knowledge of things. He has stated numerous times when asked for info on the
record that he will not provide it.
I will be pushing for impeachment if he doesn’t fill Ward 1 with Barb Hughes
and Ward 3 with Jeff Whittmaer prior to the next meeting. We are having
agenda items fail for lack of quorum and meeting cancelled for lack of
quorum. And, If he offers any excuses, I will provide all emails and texts
for placement on the record and post all to local news sources. He should be
able to work on the budget, the staff do this, and swear in the new people at
the same time.
I will also be providing to the entire city and news the emails that he had
staff send to the incoming aldermen stating his intent to move forward and
have them in place for the next meeting. The headline will read that Mayor
Jon Dalton refuses to allow Head Hospitalist to resign while in the midst of
pandemic rocking St Louis County and put in the replacement chosen by the
residents( as in Jeff Whittmaer is unopposed and therefore chosen). Ward 1
has been vacant for 8 months and he hasn’t made attempt to fill this seat in
many months. This is willful negligence. Please don’t try to find a loophole
to allow this behavior. I will be fighting hard on this and am getting legal
advice.
Dalton’s behavior shows lack of leadership and any interest in what is best
for our city. He has not provided any updates and forces his staff to do all
his emails and updates in order to avoid having to be blamed for anything
going wrong. Who is watching out for our staff? Where do their complaints go?
To the two people that the Mayor can manipulate? Seems unfair.
The County will also be receiving my complaints that I made to you and I will
move up the chain of command until I find someone who will listen and render
opinions. I will be updating the residents and news as well.
My formal complaints to you and requests for minutes/votes/ and legal opinion
have been allowed to go unanswered for too long. Please reconsider your
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stance on giving opinion that you view as best for the city ( Jon Dalton is
not the city) and instead what is best for residents ( they are the city).
My apologies for this email in the midst of trying times, but all of these
issues have been brought to you prior to Covid.
Please stay well and safe!
Lindsey

WARD TWO ALDERWOMEN TO GIVE BACK PAYCHECKS DURING REVENUE
CRISIS. We have been told that Ald. Tiffany Frautschi and Lindsey Butler have decided
not to accept their $500 monthly paychecks during the business shutdowns due to the
COVID-19 crisis. We were also told that after he found out about the alderwomen’s
decision to turn down pay, Mayor Dalton jumped in and turned his down his $600 a
month check too.
In 2009 I proposed a revised budget that would include pay cuts for the mayor and
aldermen to save the jobs of three female employees who Dalton was permanently
laying off. My revised budget was voted down 2-6. Dalton and Ald. Lynn Wright
complained about how hard they worked for their paychecks.

These two were working too hard to save jobs

$393,876 PURCHASE OF PORTION OF EMPTY LOT FOR TURN LANE ON
CLAYTON ROAD IS DROPPED BY CITY: But how much were the legal fees for filing
an eminent domain suit?
After being in court trying to obtain part of the commercially zoned lot at Ballas Rd and
Clayton Road (former Shell gas station) for a right turn lane the case was heard by an
eminent domain panel appointed by the court. The panel came up with a price of $393,
876 for the City of Town and Country and St. Louis County to purchase the portion of
the property.
The three person court appointed Commission was awarded $10,800 for their work.
That was paid entirely by Town and Country. Clayton Road belongs to Town and
Country and Ballas is now a County Road after being State Highway JJ for years.
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In January of 2020 the owners of the property, The Scott Family appealed the award
wanting more money. Then on April 6, 2020 as sales tax revenue began to vanish due
to the coronavirus stay at home order, Town and Country dropped the attempt to
purchase the property as the road project with County Highway Department was
dropped.
But that does not mean money has not flowed out of the city bank account. The city’s
law firm, Curtis, Heinz, Garrett and O’Keefe had billed them $9,334 in connection with
this case that we could find.

The total amount spent on the legal court costs on the eminent domain ruling cost the
City of Town and Country $20,134. At least they did not spend the $393,876.

NEW HOMES: It seems as if builders and construction workers are not ”staying at
home.” Here are new home plans filed with Town and Country:
32 Muirfield Lane (5,152 Sq feet)

:
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Replaces:

13210 Lochenheath Ct (New subdivisioin off of Barrett Station Road)
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We are not sure where all the trees are in the proposal visual. Below is the
current lot:
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KSDK NEWS/SPORTS PRODUCER AND FORMER KMOV SPORTS REPORTER
PICKS UP WHAT APPEARS TO BE HER 4TH or 5th DWI. 31-year- Sarah Nicole
Sanguinet formerly of Ballwin and now a Richmond Heights resident was arrested on
April 17 by the Missouri Highway Patrol at 8:14pm in St. Charles County, MO.
It was not Sanguinet first DWI. She was on probation for a Town and Country DWI
where she wrecked her car on I-64. She was charged with Felony DWI but it was
reduced to misdemeanor DWI by a county judge, even after she was kicked out of a
DWI probation program.

Here is part of her record that we could find:

04/17/20
DWI pending
MO Hwy Patrol
Feb. 2020 DWI refused breath test
arresting dept not listed
12/07/19
Leaving the Scene of Accident (Crash) pending
Richmond Hts PD
08/23/15
Felony DWI BAC .184% Guilty Probation revoked
Town & Country PD
Reduced by County Court to Misd DWI conviction
05/19/11
Speeding 65/45 reduced to Illegal Parking $700 fine Chesterfield PD
Improper Lane Use Guilty $100
Sanguinet has to have two prior DWI arrests used to charge her with a felony by Town
and Country in 2015 however, those are no longer open public records available on
public internet searches.
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2015 Town & County Mug Shot Television PR Photo
Here is the lead to our story on Sanguinet’s 2015 Town & Country arrest:
On August 23, 2015 at 3:11 AM (Saturday into Sunday) Town and Country Officer
Sapienza was dispatch to assist a motorist on Westbound I-64 before Mason Road.
On his arrival Officer Sapienza found a 2010 gray Ford Escape on the shoulder missing
its left front tire and had clearly been driven on the rim, plus side damage to both sides
of the car as if it had hit a median wall and or guard rails. The car was running and
slumped behind the wheel was SARAH NICOLE SANGUINET, 28, of Blue Sage Drive
in Ballwin.
MARCH 2020 TOWN AND COUNTRY ARRESTS: (March 6-March 22): It was pretty
amazing that Town and Country only had 9 arrests in March. They used to have 30
DWI arrests a month plus the other arrests. However there is now less Interstate
Highway enforcement and more neighborhood and business patrols. Plus this month at
the start of the “Stay at Home” orders in connection with the coronavirus far fewer
people were out including criminals and drunk drivers and fewer stores were open to
steal from.
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Casey Weiss in 2010 was arrested on three counts of Child
Pornography. He was convicted on all three charges (Poss of Child Porn 2 nd or more
offenses, Receving Child Porn and Transporting Child Porn- videos and photos). He
was convicted in Federal and State courts with a sentenced of 5-years prison.

1578 S Mason Rd across from crosswalk to Queeny Park

Connor Will
03/12/20 Weapons Violation, Poss of Marijuana, No Veh Ins Town & Country PD
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10/23/18 3 criminal offices reduced to Littering, 1 moving
Wildwood/County PD
Violation reduced to Illegal Parking before Wildwood
& Chesterfield Judge Rick “Let em Loose” Brunk
02/03/15 Illegal Killing of Wildlife Guilty Fine
MO Conservation Dept

Handy Campbell, originally from Greenville Mississippi now living in
Kansas City, MO. He was the quarterback when Greenville won the Mississippi State
HS Football championship. He briefly played college football at two different schools.
He was the central figure in Richard Rubin’s book CONFEDERACY OF SILENCE
about the murder of a bi-sexual UPS driver that Campbell was charged with after he
was found driving the victim’s van an in possession of the victim’s jewelry and gun, that
was used in the murder. He was creating a disturbance on the Greyhound Bus that
pulled over on I-64 in Town and Country and waited from the police to respond.
03/09/20 Disorderly Conduct, Poss of Marijuana pending
Aug 1995 Murder acquitted by jury

03/08/20
12/20/19
10/24/16
05/25/16
05/20/15

Town & Country PD
LSU Campus PD

Jordan Duggan holding the pitcher
DWI, Improper Lane Use, Exp Lic Plates pending Town & Country PD
Speeding, Fail to Register Veh pending
MO Hwy Patrol
Speeding Guilty
MO Hwy Patrol
Moving Violation reduced to Loud Muffler $310 fine MO Hwy Patrol
Speeding Guilty
Perry Co SO
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Arrest was at 13867 Manchester Gold’s Gym
that announced on April 16 it was closing

Marcus Keyes
03/06/20 Possession of Stolen Property pending
Town & Country PD
03/05/20 Armed Robbery, 2-Cts Armed Criminal Action,
St. Louis City PD
st
Assault, Burglary 1 Degree
10 Times Keyes has been arrested for Riding on Metro Rail without paying
The day before Keyes was arrested in Town and Country he committed an Armed
Robbery with a weapon, a Burglary 1st and an assault in St. Louis after he forced a
woman taking out her trash into her house where he beat her, stabbed her and robbed
her. He was arrested the day after his Town and Country arrest. It was a rather brutal
case. Here are the facts in that case:
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WITH LITTLE REVENUE COMING IN, TOWN AND COUNTRY PUBLIC WORKS
COMMISSION VOTES TO SPEND $98,030 ON REMODELING OFFICES IN POLICE
DEPARTMENT. On Monday April 20 the Public Works Commission met and
apparently members were unaware of deep revenue shortfalls due to the lack of sales
tax revenue because of all the stores shut down due to the coronavirus outbreak.

The commissioners voted to approve and sent on to the Board of Aldermen a request
for $7,821 for additional engineering on a storm water project. This made sense since
the project was already underway. They also approve $13,266 to upgrade the HVAC at
the Firehouse. This had been a major problem that was address in 2016. This new
work would help control delivery of a/c and heat to specific areas.
Here is the one that was crazy since there was no real discussion on it before an
unanimous vote for spending $98,030 on remodeling.
The money would go to the police department for remodeling the record room, the
detective offices, a break room, the offices of the command staff and the police chief’s
office. Also a rear conference room of city hall is included.
There was not one comment about the current financial situation the city is in, where the
finance director is predicting up to a 60% drop in revenue.
The police offices were last on the remodeling of the entire City Hall, with City Hall
offices and the planning offices remodeled first along with the public restroom.
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With a current budget emergency that Mayor Dalton has yet to talk about or hold public
meetings to inform the residents, this entire work could be delayed. Certainly only part
of the work could be done now, like the record room and/or detective offices. I’m sure
the command staff and Police Chief can survive another year without a remodel.
FINALLY A CITY EMPLOYEE FINDS A GOOD USE OF THE TOWN SQUARE:
$10,000,000 to build and about $4,500 a month to maintain with empty stores and
parking lot we had to tip the cap to Town and Country Project Manager Tim Randick
who is using the Town Square to its fullest. When attending a video meeting on zoom
you don’t see Randick’s office in the background. Instead you see an empty Town
Square.

SATURDAY WALK AND A CLOSED CAMPUS: We did our usual weekend tour of
parks and the Town Square, plus a couple of other sites on Saturday April 18 in the 3
o’clock hour.
Queeny Park remains closed with the parking lots closed and sections of the trail along
Mason Road roped off with plastic “Closed” tape.
The parking lot at the City’s Longview Park remained closed. We saw people walking to
and from the park which remained open but did not see a big crowd near the front of
Park on Clayton Road however, it was impossible to see the interior of the park from the
street.
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Mason Woods Village: It was clear that many of the cars parked in the strip center’s
parking lot were not customers for the few places open, but for walkers going to
Longview Park.

The Town Square: There were cars parked at the Town Square thanks to Queeny
Park being closed and the parking lots at Longview and Drace Parks closed. This was
the most cars we have seen in months at the Town Square. However, some of the cars
belonged to people who crossed Clayton Road and walked to Longview Park. There
were some people on the square, but not a crowd.
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NEW ANTI GEESE ADDITION: If you remember the cardboard wolf cutouts the City
bought were not effective in reducing the geese at the Town Square. But a new wolf
seems to be getting the job done:

New wolf

Old Wolf

THE PRINCIPIA SCHOOL: The campus of the national Christian Science School with
many students living in dorms was shut down tight.
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The campus is normally open for residents walking, but not during a COVID-19
outbreak. With the Christian Science Church being big believers in prayer over medical
care the school is obligated to avoid any infections ranging from measles to coronvirus.
Clayton Road: Saturday started out cold with temps in the 30’s but by 3 o’clock the
temperature was in the low 60s. Many don’t seem to be using 6-foot distancing.
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TOWN AND COUNTRY POLICE TRACK & FIELD: Last Sunday Town and Country
Police Officers and Des Peres Public Safety Officers had a good workout. This is from
the PD:
1. We arrested 1 subject: Sanders, Charles BM25 (1994) 2xxx BACON STREET ST LOUIS MISSOURI
63106 charges FLEEING-ATTEMPT TO ELUDE (ordinance), No state operator’s license
(ordinance); speeding (ordinance) all pending warrant application through the TAC PA. He
crashed in Des Peres fleeing from us (Des Peres wrote the crash report).

CORRECTIONS:
Fireworks: Last week we suggested that the city cancel the Fire and Ice June
Fireworks at the Town Square for two reasons. 1) Public Health and the need not to
have large groups of people gathering in one spot. 2) To save $10,000 for the
fireworks.
It has been pointed out to me that Fred Wiesehan and Mari de Villa have been donating
$7,500 toward the city’s fireworks for the last few years. Of course even if the
Wiesehab’s made a similar donation for 2020, the city still needs to cancel the show for
Public Health and to save the $2,500 plus overtime salaries for police and staff.
Parade: In incorrectly reported there had been two recent parades down Clayton Road.
In reality there have been three, but the last one was delayed an hour due to a heavy
rain storm with a sparse crowd showing up when the delayed parade started.What is
sad is that I was at all three and only remembered the first cold one and the last wet
one.
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MARCH CRIME & POLICE STATS:
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DETECTIVE BUREAU

DETECTIVE BUREAU
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LAST WEEK’S POLICE BLOTTER
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Ivory Brooks of University City This is his third arrest in the last year in Chesterfield
and his 12th stealing arrest in the last 12 months.

04/15/20
03/26/20
01/06/20
11/15/19
11/11/19
11/11/19
10/31/19
10/31/19
08/21/19
05/23/19
05/06/19
04/26/19
04/17/19
03/13/19
01/21/19

Stealing, Poss of Drug Paraphernalia Pending
Auto Theft warrant arrest
Stealing, Trespassing pending
Stealing FTA warrant
Auto Theft pending
Assault, Obstructing an Officer pending
Stealing
pending
Attempt Auto Theft pending
Stealing pending
Stealing pending
Destruction of Property, Trespassing Guilty Probation
Stealing, Drug Law Vio Guilty Fines
Stealing, Drug Law Vio Guilty fines
Stealing Guilty
Assaulting a Police Officer pending
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Chesterfield PD
Kirkwood PD
St. Louis City PD
University City PD
St. John PD
Chesterfield PD
Chesterfeild PD
Overland PD
Chesterfield PD
St. Louis City PD
St. John PD
St. John PD
University City PD
Overland PD

01/03/19
10/16/16
12/09/14
12/08/14

Stealing guilty fine
Stealing Guilty
University City PD
Stealing Guilty $366 fine
St. Ann PD
Tampering w/Auto (Driving Stolen Auto)
Velda Village PD
Fail to Yeild to Emg Veh, Wrong Dir One-Way Street Velda Village PD
No Insurance, NO Valid Driver’s Lic Guilty Fines see below

April 15
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FROM TOWN & COUNTRY: Not our venue!

It actually occurred in Chesterfield venue on Clayton at Village Green. We
responded to assist Chesterfield and determine venue then left.
FINAL DISPOSITION FROM CHESTERFIELD :

No other information to report. Victim declined to press charges and the incident
was dropped.
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FRIDAY April 17, 2020
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SATURDAY April 18, 2020:
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04/18/20
12/21/18
03/20/15
12/15/13
11/28/12

Edward T. Keys
Possession of Marijuana
pending
Leaving Scene of Acc (Crash), No Ins. Warrant
Peace Disturbance warrant
Stealinig no disposition
Burglary Probation Revoked 4-years prison

Chesterfield PD
St. Louis City PD
St. Louis City PD
Bel Ridge PD
St. Louis Co PD

61-YEAR-OLD CHESTERFIELD RESIDENT IN BOAT CRASH ON LAKE OF THE
OZARKS: He crashed into a docked boat.
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vs
Ralph Eugene McLaughlin, 61, of Westmeade Ct. in Chesterfield was involved in a
boating crash on the Grand Glaze arm of the Lake of Ozarks on Saturday April 18.
McLaughlin piloting his Searay 210 struck and badly damaged a docked 2017 Skeeter
FX21 at 3:45pm. The temperature at the time of the crash was 64-degrees, which was
balmy as the high on Friday was 43 degrees.

Pirate Ralphn McLaughlin
SUNDAY April 19, 2020
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MONDAY April 20, 2020

04/20/20
06/22/19
05/05/18

Colin J. Predith
Assault pending
Chesterfield PD
Peace Disturbance Guilty $250 fine
Ellisville PD
DWI Misdemeanor GUILT SES Probation
St. Louis Co PD
60 hours Communtiy Service, Interlock ignition device
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Dawn M. Predith
04/20/20 Assault, Resisting Arrest pending
Chesterfield PD
11/03/19 Domestic Violence, Armed Criminal Action
Chesterfield PD
Officially charged with Unlawful Use of Weapon While
Intoxicated
We covered Dawn Predith’s arrest in our Newsletter #413
http://johnhoffmann.net/combined_305.pdf

In that case Dawn used a Colt Commander automatic handgun while drunk and held
Colin Predith at gun point threatening to kill him. Her next court date on that case is
June 1, 2020.

15415 Vineyard

STAY AT HOME ORDER RESULTING IN MORE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ARRESTS;
Checking the St. Louis area mug shot web page on April 21, I found that 11 of the first
12 women arrested were for domestic violence. Normally you expect to see mostly guys
on domestic violence charges.
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The men oddly enough did not have any domestic assault charges. It was all robbery,
burglary, car thefts and drugs.
CANCELLED: Here are some of the cities that have cancelled 2020 fireworks shows
trying to keep the public safe during the coronavirus spread,

City of St. Louis, St. Charles, Ellisville, Bridgeton, University City, Webster Groves and
more to come.
Chesterfield could protect the public and save a lot of money if they cancelled their 4 th of
July Show. Town and Country could save less money but clearly protect the public’s
health if they cancelled their June 20 Fire and Ice fireworks show.
COULDN’T HAPPEN AT A WORSE TIME: The State of Maryland is getting hit hard by
the coronavirus and the Republican governor, Larry Hogan, has Maryland basically shut
down as he tries to help stop the spread of the virus. One of the places people are free
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to go is the supermarket. On Tuesday at 10AM a truck delivering beer to supermarkets
overturned at the busy intersection of Connecticut Avenue and Georgia Ave losing its
entire load of precious cargo.

COMMENTS FROM READERS:

And the reserves get pissed away on the nice sounding----- Town
Square.............financial incompetence..............the mayor and most of the Board
would be terminated for gross incompetence if in the “real world”............financial
buffoons...and please do not tell me about Covid 19....it could have been
something else unforeseen..........that is why the term “reserves”....”rainy day
fund”.......”savings”.....financial planning” terms only come into vogue when the
S&%T hits the fan............too late........
FROM A FORMER READER:
John, could you please remove me from your newsletter list. Thank you.
REF THE ARTICLE ON MARI de VILLA and CLARENDALE:
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Excellent discussion. Agree with your conclusion.
BUT also point out that “overbuilt in Town and Country” is nonsense. These facilities are built for
area wide attraction to residents. Indeed, even Illinois. This is not a sandwich shop or a service
station.
AND, they are not building them with you and me in mind, but the baby boomers who are at or
approaching retirement.
The Board of Alderman should not be making business decisions for other entities. They can’t even
do it for their city.
While I believe MDV should be approved, for the same reasons the other home should have been
also

Social Distancing Enforcement

I understand Trump is against this but is leaving it up to governors.
LIVE FROM DEAN CHRISTOPHER’S BEDROOM: You Gotta Have Style
https://www.facebook.com/dean.christopher.169/videos/3020468164677262/UzpfSTEw
MDAwMjUxMjM2NDc0NDoyOTMzNTA1NTIzNDA5ODMx/
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CARTOONS:
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Former CBC grad and Pulitzer Prize Winner former Webster Groves resident, Mike Peters
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